Chromosome translocations detected by fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH)--a useful tool in population monitoring?
It is assumed that symmetrical translocations persist in peripheral lymphocytes for years. For this reason, they should be valuable indicators especially for chronic exposures of populations to mutagens or carcinogens. Reciprocal translocations can be easily detected by means of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Very little is known about the spontaneous frequency, which forms the basis for population monitoring, and the variations which exist between individuals. The frequencies obtained on the basis of structural chromosome aberrations detected by means of FISH in 29 healthy persons are presented, and the deviations in the occurrence of symmetrical translocations arising in the different persons are indicated. Tests for the determination of persistence levels, are carried out on persons exposed to radiation. The chromosomes 2, 4 and 8 are painted parallel to the centromeres, by means of the FISH technique.